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Ex pc.rte City of Durban. 

In re Asiatic Penetration. 

OPINION 


I am very much at a disadvantage in 


expressing an opinion in this case, because I have only Co) 


had 24 hours within which to do it, the problem it pre- .t 


sents is a very difficult one, and lastly the .terms of 


the proposed legislation have not yet beendraftedo 


On the other hand, however, I . have had the benefit Of 


seeing the Opinion by 11r. E. W. Baxter, and sorre notes 


prepared by Mr. Howes, the Legal Assistant, which have 


both proved valuable. 


In the result I agree with the views 
I • 

expressed by them both, thct legislation on the lines 


suggested would probably be quite in order. These 


-lines are that power should be given by Provincial 

Ordinance to any To~n Council to zone the Borough, and 

in so doing to fix areas which are limited in their 

occupation or ownership to persons of a particular race. 

Only I must ma}:e it clear that I think the Borough would jr~~ 

have to be zoned as a whole, and with a view to its proper 

and adequate town planning in due course. I ·-think 

this view follows on general lines from . the decisions 

of the Appellate Division Which were surrmarised in 

R. v. Dixon (1934 A.D. 231), and in particular from 

Abraham's case (1927 A.D. 444), and George's case (1916 

T .P.D/ 
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T. P. D. 501). 

That does not, however, end the 


matter, because although the authority may be validly 


granted by means of the Ordinance, there still remains 


the question as to whether the Council is or is not 

, , 

acting reasonably in .carrying out the zoning. Thatr 

- --._-- -.- 

they can discriminate in such zoning as between racffiis 


self evident, but they must preserve a fair balance 


between them in completing their task. And any .zoning 


Which reserveq a great deal of the Borough to Europeans 


(inclUding the choice spots) and relegated Asiatics to 

. , 

inadequate and unpleasant areas might well be set aside 

... for unreasonableness. ' It is a fundamental 

maxim that, the exercise of statutory powers must 'be 

reasonable J and. it will be unreasonable if it is manifestly 

unfair or unjust in its operation as between classes, and 

although the Ordinance confers powers to discriminate as 

between classes there still remains the basic obligation 
. 

that in thatdiscrlm1nation there must be no unreasonableness. 

--~~-:. ~CKEURrAN rk 
, 

25, ,BeaCh GrOve',Durb~
December 5th 1942. 

Dictated by Mr. H. G. Mackeurtan K.C. 
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